CLUE TO CODE:

You solve the Code Puzzle by finding the corresponding letter to the number listed in the square.

As you have been given five numbers with corresponding letters to start you off.

If you want to make it simpler, you can look at the list to the right. Those are the words and names the numbers will spell out.

You can also choose to just place the names and words to the right without solving the code.

Just place the name Brand using the numbers given.

WORDS TO FILL IN:

Andrew Resourceful
Asbury Sincere
Aylward Persevere
Bonhoeffer Valiant
Boom Courage
Brand Optimistic
Bussau Thrifty
Cable Obedience
Carmichael Kindness
Cunningham Efficient
DeShazer Trusting
Elliot Thankful
Flynn Ingenuity
Goforth Faithful
Greene Service
Grenfell Unselfish
John Reliable
Jones Peace
Kuhn Capable
Lewis Wise
Liddell Honor
Livingstone Boldness
Moody Eager
Moon Generous
Muller Faith
Saint Hopeful
Singh Courageous
Taylor Leadership
Trasher Insistent
Wesley Tenacious
Wurmbrand Trust
Young Considerate
Zinzendorf Peaceful
Zwemer Brave
Solution to code:

9 A
1 B
8 C
15 D
5 E
6 F
17 G
4 H
14 I
23 J
19 K
11 L
10 M
3 N
2 O
20 P
7 R
21 S
18 T
16 U
24 V
12 W
22 Y
13 Z